
CSE 291G: Computational Statistics (02/18/20)

Lecture 13 Robust Statistics

Instructor: Daniel Kane Scribe: Weiqi Peng

Note:

• Homework 2 due in class Tuesday, March 3rd

• Scribe notes adapted from lecture13 note and [1]

1 Overview

What happens if the samples do not come from exactly the distribution we are dealing with? Learning
in the presence of outliers is one fundamental problem in statistics. Today we will go over the core ideas
in high-dimensional robust statistics with a focus on robust mean estimation.

2 Contamination Models

2.1 Oblivious Types

• Additive Error: X = (1-✏)G + ✏E

The adversary is oblivious to the inliers and is only allowed to add outliers. In other words, the
adversary is trying to generate samples from distribution X, which is a mixture of G, the unknown
target distribution, and E, the adversarially chosen noise distribution.

• Substractive Error: X = (1+✏)G - ✏L

• Additive and Substractive Error: X = G - ✏L + ✏E

Or to say, the adversary generates samples from a distribution X such that dTV (X,G)  ✏

2.2 Adaptive vs. Non-adaptive

Most cases above are non-adaptive errors, where adversary pick from a specific distribution X. However,
in the setting of adaptive errors, the adversary is going to inspect the samples and remove or modify an
✏-fraction of them.

3 Information-Theoretical Bounds

3.1 Lower Bound

Fact Any robust estimator has error ⌦(✏), regardless of the number of samples taken.

Suppose we have two possible good distributions G,G0 such that dTV (G,G
0)  ✏.

There could be some distribution C, and define:
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Figure 1: One-dimensional gaussian distribution with �-interval boundary

G = (1� ✏)C + ✏Y

G
0 = (1� ✏)C + ✏Y

0

Then if we have substractive errors, the adversary can choose X=C, so that there is no e↵ective algorithm
to distinguish if the samples from X are taken from G or G0.
In the case of additive errors, take X=(1� 2✏)C + ✏Y + ✏Y

0
.

3.2 Upper Bound

Suppose we have class C for some good distribution, and an ✏-cover of C, S. We know that X is within 2✏
some element of S. Then we will see that we can run some tournament with error to O(✏).

Example

Consider the normal distribution with identity covariance, N(µ, I).
Without noise, we can say that the empirical mean µ̂ is a good estimation to the mean µ.

Yet, with any kind of additive noise, this fails. But the median and interquartile range work.
In one-dimensional case, the median is a robust estimator for the mean. Figure 1. shows an one-
dimensional normal distribution with �-interval boundary. Then in non-error case, the probability that a
given sample is on either side of the interval is approximately equal to 1

2 � �. This implies that if number
of samples N >>

1
�2 , then, with high probability, approximately 1

2 �⇥(�) fraction of good samples lie on
either side.
If � >> ✏, even with errors, there is less than 1/2 of samples on either side.
In particular, those together implies that |median � µ| < O(1/

p
N + ✏), which seems good under one-

dimensional case.

4 Generalization to Rd

4.1 Coordinate-wise Median

However, how do we generalize to R
d? One idea is to take coordinate-wise median, which takes output

of the i-th coordinate as the median of the i-th coordiante of the input. This guarantees that every
coordinate of the estimation is of error to O(✏). Thus taking coordinate-wise median gives l2-error
O(✏

p
d) in d dimensions.
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4.2 Tukey Median

For any unit vector v, learn v ·µ to error ✏. Piecing this together, we should be able to learn µ
⇤ such that

v · (µ�µ
⇤) = O(✏) for any unit vector v. Notice that if we take v = (µ�µ⇤)

|µ�µ⇤| , then |µ�µ
⇤| = O(✏). In fact,

this idea can be considered as an approximation to the Tukey median.

-How to compute this? Take a finite set S of unit vectors. For each v 2 S, we can learn v · µ to error
O(✏) with probability 1� exp(�N✏

2). So if we want this to hold for all v in S, we need N >>
log |s|
✏2 . Here

we can use linear programming with finite number of constraints to solve for µ⇤ such that |v·(µ�µ
⇤)| << ✏.

In particular, we want S to be big enough so that it satisfies for any w, maxv2S |v · w| > |w|/2, which
equally implies |µ�µ

⇤| = O(✏). Unfortunately, it turns out that |S| needs to be exponentially large 2⇥(d),
and the runtime is roughly 2⇥(d)N . The general Tukey Median method is NP-Hard.

4.3 Outlier Removal

Generally, we can estimate the mean to error O(✏
p
d), and we know that good samples, with high prob-

ability, are within O(
p
d) of the mean.

For example, there is simple method that can be called Naive Pruning. It basically says that any point
more than 10

p
d can be thrown out. Any error can only move µ̂ by O(

p
d)/N ) ✏N errors move µ̂ by

O(✏
p
d)

The intuition is that, in high dimensions, good points are pretty far away from the mean. So remov-
ing points that are far from the mean is hopeless, probably throwing some good points away together
with bad points, or otherwise left with some bad points rest at the edge of the radius.

4.4 How to approach the problem

We can assume without loss of generality that the only case the empirical mean is far from the true mean
happens when there is a conspiracy of outliers lie in approximately the same direction. The intuition is
that there is some unit vector v such that those outliers cause v · (µ̂� µ) to be large. Let T be the set of
✏-corrupted set of points drawn from N(µ, I), and UT being the uniform distribution on T. If an ✏-fraction
of corrupted points x in T move the sample average v · (UT � µ) by more than �, then on average we
should have v · (x � µ) � �/✏. This also means that x will contribute at least �

2
/✏ to the variance of

v ·UT . Notice that the variance of v ·UT can be detected by computing the top eigenvector of the sample
covariance matrix.

5 Stability

5.1 Stability Condition

Definition For 0 < epsilon < 1/2 and � > ✏. A finite set S is (✏, �)� stable if for any unit vector v 2 R
d

and every subset S0 2 S with |S0| � (1� ✏)|S| , the following two conditions hold:

1.| 1

|S0|
X

x2S0

v · (x� µx)| < �

2.| 1

|S0|
X

x2S0

(v · (x� µx))
2 � 1| < �

2
/✏
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The first condition implies that the sample mean of the subset S’ has to be within � of the mean to the
distribution X in every direction. The second says that the sample variance is bounded to �

2
/✏, assuming

⌃X = I.

5.2 Certificate for Empirical Mean

Proposition Let S be an (✏, �)-stable set with respect to some distribution X. Let T be the ✏-corrupted
set of S i.e. |S \ T | � (1� ✏)|S|. Let µT and ⌃T be the empirical mean and covariance of T. Then if the
largest eigenvalue of ⌃T is at most 1 + �, we have ||µT � µX ||2  O(� +

p
✏�).

Proof:
Let S0 = S \ T , E = T � S

0. Let v be some unit vector that |µS0 � µE | = v · (µS0 � µE).

⌃T = (1� ✏)⌃S0 + ✏⌃E + ✏(1� ✏)(µS0 � µE)(µS0 � µE)
T

1 + � � v
T⌃T v = (1� ✏)vT⌃S0v + ✏v

T⌃Ev + ✏(1� ✏)vT (µS0 � µE)(µS0 � µE)
T
v

� (1� ✏)(1� �
2
/✏) + ✏(1� ✏)||µS0 � µE ||22

� 1�O(�2/✏) + (✏/2)||µS0 � µE ||22
) ||µS0 � µE ||22 = O(�/✏+

p
�✏) (Second stability condition of S’)

||µT � µX ||2 = ||(1� ✏)µS0 + ✏µE � µX ||2

= ||µS0 � µX + ✏(µE � µS0 ||2
 ||µX0 � µX ||2 + ✏||µS0 � µE ||2

= O(�) + ✏O(�/✏+
p
�/✏

)= O(� +
p
�✏)
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